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Oxygenate * Detox * Improve  
Digestion * Relieve Stress 
Increase Blood Circulation 

And Much  More! 
Benefits: The flow of Chi brought 
about by the machine helps to   
improve the body’s digestive     
system, aiding in bowel regularity. 
The Chi Flow can help promote 
blood circulation and vitality by            
increasing the quantity of oxygen 
contained in the blood and     
stimulating the Chi in the body. 
This helps eliminate toxic waste, 
increasing metabolism and     
transforming body fats into       
thermal energy.  
                         

Placing the feet on the ankle base 
allows the body to relax while 
swinging, activating the Chi to help 
revitalize the body. The Chi Flow 
ensures good blood circulation,   
relieves tension in the feet and   
allows for one to have a strong 
and healthy body. 
 

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION: The 
Chi Flow uses International     
Standard specification spare parts. 
It has precise flexible ball         
bearings, oil seals guard against 
dust, an auto heat temperature 
switch, high temperature liquid 
state resistance gear oil,           
protective motor housing, etc…     �
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SPECIFICATIONS:  
 

• Chi Flow CY-106L with Variable 
Speed Programmable Control 

• Model Number: CY-106L 
• Warranty: 1 year labour, 2 years 

parts 
• Dimensions: 20”L x 12”W x 9.5”H   
• Weight: 18 lbs. 
• 40 watts / 110 Volt 
• 6 ft long cord  
• Variable speed 
• LCD screen with timer 
• Ergonomic footrest platform 
• On/Off power switch  
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To learn more about the Chi Flow and 
our other products, visit our web site 
@ www.ionhealth.ca or call us for a 
Free Info Pack. Our products include:
            

♦ Regency ll Water Ionizer 
♦ Negative Air Ionizers 
♦ Far Infrared InfraPads  
♦ Salt Rock Lamps & Tea Lights 
♦ Portable Far Infrared Saunas 
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$275.00 
  

* 30 Day Money Back Guarantee 



The CY-106L Chi Flow Swing 
Machine is an effortless aerobic 
exerciser that oxygenates the 
body and revitalizes the CHI 
through a snakelike action, which 
is exerted on the spine while in a 
supine (lying on the back)         
position. Chi is the Chinese word 
which refers to the life force or 
life energy. 
 

Spinal Influence on Health 

The Chi Flow Machine exercises 
the spine, which is the central     
control for the autonomic      
nervous system and  the       
pa rasympathe t i c  ne rvous       
system. These systems are       
responsible for the body’s nerve 
functioning. The Chi Flow        
Machine works to       
remove any impairment 
that will cause the 
blockage of Chi in the 
body. �

Utilization of Full Spinal Movement 

 The design of the Chi Flow Machine   
allows for sideways "snakelike"      
movements that serve to relieve        
vertebrae joint pressure, and thereby 
promotes greater well-being. By          
increasing the flow of Chi in the body, 
the amount of stress on the spine      
created by body tension and rigidity can 
be reduced. Spinal movement is         
increased, allowing for greater flexibility 
and more vitality in the body. �

Lymph Fluids Influence On Health  

The Chi Flow Machine effectively        
circulates the body's fluids and aids the 
Lymphatic system. This is especially 
beneficial to those who are physically 
challenged, or those who do not get 
sufficient exercise. This cleansing helps 
promote good health. The increased 
flow of Chi also helps to revitalize the 
user. �

Oxygenating The Body  

The Chi Flow has the ability to         
oxygenate, tone and strengthen the 
body. It increases the vitality of the 
user, that is, it raises the Chi in the   
bodies of those who use the machine 
on a daily basis.                                                   �
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Chi Flow Exerciser Details   
 

With our Chi Flow Swing         
Machine, you can improve your 
body's immune system, increase 
blood circulation, refresh and     
renew your whole body. Many  
users of the Chi Flow machine  
report of stress reduction, better 
sleep, toning and firming of the 
waist, relief of chronic back    
problems, increased energy, 
muscle relaxation and improved 
function of the internal organs. 
The Chi Flow's passive aerobic 
exerciser oxygenates, tones and 
strengthens the body, while       
increasing the vitality and       
well-being of the user. The user 
friendly preprogrammed, variable 
multi-speed computer enhances 
your daily work out.  

Variable  
Speed  

Control 
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$275.00 
Plus applicable taxes 

and freight ����������		��
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������� * If you are not satisfied with the Chi Flow, return it within 30 Days and a refund for the purchase 

amount plus applicable taxes will be issued. Credit will not be issued for freight charges. 


